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Dear Peter, 

DERBYSHIRE CONSTABULARY CRIME DATA INTEGRITY INTERIM RE-INSPECTION 

I am writing to you regarding our interim re-inspection of crime data integrity (CDI) in your force. 

2. Following your CDI inspection in December 2018, we published our report, which stated 

that the crime recording arrangements in Derbyshire Constabulary were inadequate. We plan a full 

re-inspection in 2020. However, I considered it necessary, in light of the outcome of this initial 

inspection, for my inspectors to undertake an interim re-inspection. This has allowed me to make 

an early assessment of progress you have made to improve your crime data integrity. 

3. During October 2019, my inspectors completed an audit of incident records. This audit 

assessed the extent to which reported crimes were now being recorded, followed by a series of 

interviews with members of the workforce. I am pleased that the inspectors found clear signs of 

progress, better oversight and more effective governance along with a realistic plan to make 

further improvements. Good progress is being made towards training all frontline officers and staff 

about the importance of accurate crime recording. 

4. Our re-inspection audit established statistically significant improvements in all three of 

the categories of crime examined. Overall, we found a crime recording accuracy of 90.88 percent 

(with a confidence interval of +/-2.37 percent). This compares to a previous rate of 65.52 percent 

(with a confidence interval of +/-2.16 percent). For violence crimes, we found a recording accuracy 

of 85.84 percent (with a confidence interval of +/-4.46 percent). This compares to a previous rate 

of 56.33 percent (with a confidence interval of +/-3.29 percent). For sexual crimes, we found a 

recording accuracy of 91.11 percent (with a confidence interval of +/-4.05 percent). This compares 

to a previous rate of 78.10 percent (with a confidence interval of +/-3.28 percent.  



5. It must be noted that we applied different target confidence levels for each audit.  

In 2018/19 this was 3 percent; in our subsequent audit this was a minimum level of 5 percent. 

Similarly, our initial audit drew on six months of force crime and incident data whereas the current 

interim audit used three months of such data. The force has made statistically significant 

improvements in each crime category, but these two important differences should be noted. 

6. The clear improvements that you have made are very encouraging. I very much  

hope that you can sustain this progress, in preparation for our full re-inspection in 2020.  

The recommendations and areas for improvement we set out in our March 2019 inspection report 

will remain open until then. 

7. A full debrief was supplied to you soon after this interim re-inspection by my Force 

Liaison Lead Ed Henriet. I would be very pleased if you continued to work with Ed, to keep him 

appraised of the improvement work you are undertaking to further enhance crime recording 

standards in Derbyshire. 

Yours sincerely, 

 

Zoë Billingham 

Her Majesty’s Inspector of Constabulary 

Her Majesty’s Inspector of Fire & Rescue Services 
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